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CINCOM
Directive 90/TC-0501

EYES ONLY : :
Gen. Drexler

Dispatch ::
NoAck/Eyes Only/NoCirc

-·

Self-Repair Unit:

HQ : :
08:01AM

TC-COM::
HQ-01 I Drexler

cleared and operational
90% operational
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Procedure:
lnterkron will only map to timeplaces visited by Lt. Vettenmyer. Arrival time will be sequenced
to one minute after his departure. Timestream will freeze at departure time of lnterkron unit and
re-commence at that time setting upon lnterkron's return. Language unit will submit translations
subliminally. Self-repair unit predicted to maintain operational status for majority of critical mission
tasks.
Analysis of Lt. Z. S. Vettenmyer lnterkron memory unit:
Ten major historical events altered.
At least 35 other historical interferences or incursions.

Operational Tearn & Selection Criteria : :
Commander : :
criteria ::
Operative : :
criteria ::

General H. A. Drexler, TC-COM, Commander, Temporal Corps
Commanding Officer, Temporal Corps
Superior Officer, Lt. Z. S. Vettenmyer
Private [secure], TC-COM, In-Training, Temporal Corps
[secure] [selection classified]
[eyes-only upon successful completion]
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Background Information:
Two days ago, an empty interkron registered to Lieutenant Zeke S. Vettenmyer
materialized at Temporal Corps headquarters. The time machine contained only a
note that read, "Beware the Ides of March."
Intel-Ops has analyzed the memory banks of the machine and determined that it was
used for unauthorized incursions into the past. The data indicates that Vettenmyer
has altered I 0 critical historical events, and that he has established a base of operations
somewhere in the past.
It is clear that Vettenmyer is trying to destroy civilization. However, psychiatric evaluation suggests that he returned the interkron and the note because he subconsciously
desires to be caught.

ooera11ona1 summary:
You are ordered to investigate all the timeplaces to which Vettenmyer traveled, although
you may not find evidence of interference in all of them. During each time jump, you
will receive subliminal instruction that will enable you to speak the local language at
your destination. Where history has been altered, it is your mission to repair the
timestream.

Eauioment summary:
Vettenmyer's interkron has been reprogrammed to travel only to those timeplaces which
he visited. In each timeplace the interkron will materialize seconds after Vettenmyer
last left. On subsequent trips to the same location, it will materialize seconds after you
last left.
In the event of equipment failure, consult the Interkron trouble-shooting guide for
repair procedures.

Author's Note: If you've forgotten everything you ever learned about dead kings and days gone
by, don't worry. The only history you need to know is contained here in the Briefing Papers.
And in case you were wondering, all the information in each 'Critical Event' section of the
papers is historically accurate.
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44 B.C. ROME
cr111ca1
Event:was stabbed and killed on the
~~~~~~--Julius Caesar
Ides of
After his death, the conspirators in the assassination plot engaged in a
bitter power struggle that split the Roman Empire and eventually led to its downfall.

venenmver·s Plan:
The interkron is set for February 15, one month prior to Caesar's death. This is the
Feast of the Lupercalia, a holiday celebrated with chariot races attended by Caesar
and his mistress, Cleopatra. Intel-Ops believes that Vettenmyer has arranged an
'accident' which will kill the dictator at the festival without the involvement of the
conspirators.

Mission ObJectlve:
Foil Vettenmyer's assassination attempt.

consequence 01 Fallure:
Without the power struggle among Caesar's killers, the Roman Empire may remain
united and resist all future barbarian incursions. It may in fact, never fall.
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452 A.O. ROME
Critical Event:
In the spring of 450, Honoria, sister of Emperor Valentinian
III, sent her ring to Attila the Hun and asked him to rescue her from an
arranged marriage. Instead, Attila claimed her as his bride and demanded half the
Roman Empire as her dowry.
When he failed to get either the woman or the land, he laid waste to northern Italy
and marched on Rome. Powerless to stop him, Valentinian appealed to Pope Leo the
Great to negotiate a treaty.
Pope Leo rode out to meet Attila and the two men met privately in the barbarian's
tent. What transpired is lost to history, but when the two emerged, Attila turned his
army away from Rome, never to return.

venenmver·s Plan:
According to Intel-Ops, Attila was afraid of the legendary power of the Christian
god. It is believed that Vettenmyer has convinced Attila that the god of the Romans
is actually weak and will be unable to stop the Hun invasion.

Mission ObJectlve:
Assist Pope Leo in turning Attila away from Rome.

consequence 01 Fanure:
If Attila attacks and causes the early collapse of the Roman Empire, the gains of the
"Pax Romana" may be lost and Europe may slip back to the barbarism of warring
tribes.
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800 A.O. ROME
crmcal Event:

Charlemf;agn
~e~;!'~---~----J

On Christmas Day in the year 800,
crowned first Holy Roman Emperor by Pope Leo III. The coronation
was the most significant event in Medieval history, and signalled the beginning of the
end of the Dark Ages. Under Charlemagne's subsequent rule, more of Europe was
united under one crown than at any time until Napoleon.

venenmver·s Plan:
Charlemagne was a truly devout man who accepted the crown only because he believed
it was God's will. Intel-Ops believes that Vettenmyer has convinced Charlemagne he
is not holy enough to rule. As a result, Charlemagne will not accept the crown unless
it is marked with a sign from God.

Mission Dblectlve:
Convince Charlemagne to proceed with the coronation.

consequence 01 Fanure:
Without Charlemagne's leadership, Europe may never emerge from the Dark Ages.
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800 A.O. BAGHDAD
crmcal
rw;~~~-~~---'
As large Event:
as Charlemagne's empire was, it was_
dwarfed y
the Muslim territories ruled by Harun al-Rashid, the sultan immortalized
in the 1001 Arabian Nights. Harun's empire stretched from Spain to China, and the
elephant he sent to Charlemagne as a coronation gift was symbolic of the relative sizes
of the two empires. Although the sultan was a popular leader, Yahya, his Grand Vizier,
secretly plotted to overthrow him.

venenmver·s Plan:
Harun was able to put down Yahya's revolt because he learned of it far enough in
advance to prepare a defense. Intel-Ops believes that Vettenmyer has persuaded Yahya
to speed up the timetable and to attack Harun before he has had time to prepare.

Mission Obiective:
Prove the Vizier's treachery to the sultan.

consequence ot Fanure:
If the ruthless Yahya replaces Harun as sultan, the Muslim armies may resume their
attacks on the Christian world and extend Arab domination over the rest of Europe.
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1215 A.O. DOVER
crmcal Event:
In 1215, King John of England's war against ranee
exhausted the funds in the Royal Treasury. Desperate for money, he tri
to raise the taxes on his wealthy barons. The barons, however, refused to pay until
John signed the Magna Carta, the document that became the cornerstone of individual liberty in a free democracy.

venenmver·s Plan:
Intel-Ops notes that if King John had access to alternate funding, he would never
have signed the Magna Carta. It is believed that Vettenmyer has convinced one of
John's allies to advance him the money.

Mission Dbiec11ve:
Ensure that King John signs the Magna Carta.

consequence or Fanure:
Without the Magna Carta to protect the rights of the individual, the feudal system
may be extended indefinitely.
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1215 A.O. PEKING
crmcal
Event:
r:;~~,...~---J
While King
John fretted at Runnymede, ~enghis
Khan an
his Mongol Horde were camped outside the gates of Peking several
thousand miles away. They were engaged in a long and difficult siege of the city, an
unusual activity for the highly nomadic tribe. When the city eventually fell, the Great
Khan founded the Yuan Dynasty that ruled China for over a Century.

venenmver·s Plan:
Intel-Ops notes that the Mongols were unaccustomed to the demands of"sit-and-wait"
warfare. It is believed that Vettenmyer has persuaded Genghis to abandon the siege
and to raid Europe instead.

Mission Dbiective:
Open the gates of Peking to the Mongols before Genghis Khan decides to abandon
the siege.

consequence 01 Fanure:
If Genghis Khan attacks Europe, the Mongols will almost certainly overrun the
continent, destroy western civilization, and replace it with customs drawn from their
oriental heritage.
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1519 A.O. MEXICO
Crlllcal
r~;;~~~~--J
In 1519, Event:
Hernando Cortez landed in Mexi:_o
with only 5
men and 16 horses. Yet in a matter of months he conquered the entire
Aztec nation of more than half a million people. He accomplished this astounding
feat with the help of an Aztec myth that the vengeful god Quetzlcoatl would one day
come in the guise of a bearded white man and destroy the Aztecs.

venenmver·s Plan:
Intel-Ops notes that Vettenmyer's interkron visited Mexico in 1361 B.C., which was
the era in which the Quetzlcoatl myth was established. They believe that Vettenmyer
has tampered with the legend, changing it to make the Aztecs believe they are invincible.

Mission Oblective:
Re-establish the original Quetzlcoatl myth.

consequence or Failure:
With the Quetzlcoatl myth altered to strengthen the Aztecs, they may defeat not only
Cortez but all other European invaders, eventually extending their cannibalistic culture
over all the Americas.
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1588 A.O. DOVER
cr111ca1
Event:
On Sunday
August 7th, 1588, the mighty-~;~~~llll'!!--.
~panish Arm
lay anchored in Calais, awaiting a rendezvous with the land forces of the
Duke of Parma. The Armada's mission was to ferry the Duke's army across the
Channel to invade an ill-prepared England.
This invasion of Protestant England was backed by the entire Catholic world. Pope
Sixtus V even promised 1 million gold ducats to King Philip of Spain when the first
Spanish soldier set foot on English soil. The Holy War was directed against Queen
Elizabeth, daughter of Henry VIII. She steadfastly renounced the Roman Church
because it never recognized her father's second marriage and therefore considered her
illegitimate and without right to the English throne.
That Sunday night, Sir Francis Drake set eight English galleons ablaze and sent the
burning ships into the heart of the Armada. The Spanish ships broke formation and
scattered out into the Channel where the English fleet attacked them separately and
ultimately defeated them.

venenmver·s Plan:
Intel-Ops believes that Queen Elizabeth herself gave Drake the idea of using fireships
to scatter the Spanish fleet. It is believed that Vettenrnyer intends to prevent Drake
from meeting Elizabeth by creating a diversion.

Mission ObJectlve:
Ensure Drake and Elizabeth meet each other.

consequence or Failure:
If the Armada remains in Calais long enough to board the Duke of Parma's army,
the ensuing invasion may overwhelm England and reduce the island to a Spanish
colony.
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1798 A.O. ROME
Critical Event:

In early 1798, the French army occupied Rome and deposed"~""~~._..__ _,
Pope Pius VI. The invasion was just one step in Bonaparte's lifelong
dream of extending French rule over all the territory once united under Charlemagne's
crown.
Once Italy was conquered, Napoleon's greatest obstacle to complete European domination was England and her indomitable navy, led by Admiral Lord Nelson. Unwilling
to attack the island directly, Napoleon took his army to Egypt to cut off the source
of England's wealth, the trade routes to spice-rich India. When Nelson learned of
Bonaparte's plans, he sailed for Egypt and defeated the French navy at the Battle
of the Nile, stranding Napoleon's army over two thousand miles from home.

venenmver·s Plan:
Intel-Ops believes that a direct invasion of England by Napoleon would have succeeded.
It also believed that Vettenmyer has convinced Napoleon of this, and that he has
decided there is no reason to go to Egypt.

Mission Obiective:
Convince Napoleon to invade Egypt and make sure that Nelson is there to meet him.

consequence 01 Failure:
If Napoleon sails against England instead of Egypt, he will probably prevail and
England will become just another province of France.
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1940 A.O. DOVER/ROME
Critical Event:
On May 10, 1940, the German armies burst from behind
the outdated Maginot line and bliti.krieged their way across Belgium
and France. By the end of the month, the Nazis had routed the allied army and relentlessly forced them to retreat until their backs were up against the Channel. The British
troops were completely surrounded and had no hope of escape.
Then, on May 24th, Hitler ordered a halt to the advance. For the next three days, the
British and French troops shored up the defenses around Dunkirk while German tanks
sat idle. By the time Hitler reinstated the order to advance, it was too late. From May 27
to June 3, the British achieved the miracle of Dunkirk. They evacuated over 340,000
men, taking them out in sailboats, rowboats, yachts, dinghies, and anything else that
would float.

venenmver·s Plan:
Intel-Ops reports that Hitler had several reasons for ordering the three-day hiatus.
Chief among them was the hope that the British would accept the cease-fire as a show
of mercy and that Churchill would negotiate a quick surrender.
Because Vettenmyer's interkron is set to arrive at both Dover and Rome on the
afternoon of May 24th, Intel-Ops believes that he has a two-prong strategy to alter
events. They believe his main goal is to convince Churchill to indicate he is willing to
surrender.
As a backup plan, Intel-Ops thinks Vettenmyer has convinced Hitler to accelerate the
timetable and to resume the attack early if the British do not signal their surrender by
some predetermined time.

Mission Obiective:
Make Hitler believe that Churchill has surrendered.

consequence or Failure:
If the Nazis resume the attack before the British can shore up their defenses, the British
and French armies will be destroyed, the Germans will win World War II, and all
Europe will be plunged into darkness.
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